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1 Axiomatic semantics for Sequential Consistency

Definition 1 An execution graph G is SC-consistent if

1. G is complete

2. G is sc-consistent with respect to some total order sc on G.E.:

• 〈a, b〉 ∈ G.po⇒ 〈a, b〉 ∈ sc

• 〈a, b〉 ∈ G.rf ⇒ 〈a, b〉 ∈ sc and 6 ∃c ∈ G.Wloc(b) : 〈a, c〉 ∈ sc and 〈c, b〉 ∈ sc

Definition 2 An execution graph G is SC-consistent if there exists a modification order mo
for G such that G.po ∪G.rf ∪mo ∪ rb is acyclic where

• rb = G.rf−1;mo \ id

• mo =
⋃

x∈loc mox where mox is a total order on G.Wx

Definition 1 ⇒ Definition 2

Take mo to be the restriction of sc on writes to the same location:

mo = {〈a, b〉 ∈ sc | a, b ∈ G.Wx for some x}

• sc is total order; therefore mox is a total order on G.Wx

• G.op ∪G.rf ∪mo ∪ rb is acyclic, because G.op,G.rf,mo ⊆ sc.

To see that rb ⊆ sc, assume that 〈a, b〉 ∈ rb (reads-before) with a 6= b.

This means that a is a read, b is a write such that a ∈ G.Rx, b ∈ G.Wx for some x, and
there exists a write c such that 〈c, a〉 ∈ rf and 〈c, b〉 ∈ mo.

By Definition 1, 〈c, a〉 ∈ sc and there does not exist some d ∈ Wloc(a) : 〈c, d〉 ∈ sc and
〈d, a〉 ∈ sc.

This implies that 〈c, a〉 ∈ sc, 〈c, b〉 ∈ mo ⊆ sc and there does not exist some d ∈ Wloc(a) :
〈c, d〉 ∈ sc and 〈d, a〉 ∈ sc.

Now, 〈b, a〉 6∈ sc, but 〈a, b〉 ∈ sc because sc is total.

⇒ G.op ∪G.rf ∪mo ∪ rb ⊆ sc which is a total order.

⇒ G.op ∪G.rf ∪mo ∪ rb is acyclic.

Definition 2 ⇒ Definition 1

Take sc to be an arbitrary total order extending po ∪ rf ∪mo ∪ rb.

• sc is total by construction.

• 〈a, b〉 ∈ po⇒ 〈a, b〉 ∈ sc because sc extends po by construction.

• 〈a, b〉 ∈ rf ⇒ 〈a, b〉 ∈ sc because sc extends rf by construction.

• Let 〈a, b〉 ∈ rf and assume there exists some c ∈Wloc(b) : 〈a, c〉 ∈ sc and 〈c, b〉 ∈ sc.

Since 〈b, a〉 ∈ rf−1, 〈a, c〉 ∈ mo, it follows that 〈b, c〉 ∈ rb (and b 6= c).

⇒ 〈c, b〉, 〈b, c〉 ∈ sc

⇒ sc is not a total order. Contradiction to assumption.



2 Partial Store Ordering (PSO)

• Construct the execution graph and derive a cycle in the modification order mo:

Rx0→rb Wx1→po Wy1→rf Ry1→po Rx0

• There are different options for exending or modifying the TSO semantics to obtain a
partial order that only relates stores on the same memory location.

– Model buffer per CPU per location, i.e. the buffer is represented as B : Tid →
(Loc → V al∗) or B : (Tid × Loc) → V al∗. This requires changing all rules related
to memory operations.

– Adapt just the reorder rule for buffers in the TSO semantics, such that non-deterministically
the order of stores on different locations are swapped.

– Intergrate the reordering as in the previos option into the rules for propagating /
writing.

• This is done most convenient with a represention of the buffer as in the two last options
(i.e. one buffer for all variables).

We extend the buffer to contain not only pairs 〈x, v〉, but additionally markers for store
fences (SSF):

B : Tid→ (Loc× V al ∪ {SSF})∗

The store marker prevents then the reordering across the marker, that is, only the stores
between markers and on different memory locations can be reordered.

We further require an additional propagation rule that removes SSF markers from the
buffer, and an insertion rule that prepends the marker to the current buffer if the fence
operation is issued in the program.

• Consider an execution trace under PSO. If we issue an SSF after every write, then there
will be no states in the operational semantics with adjacent location-value pairs in the
buffer. A reordering rule that swaps entries in the buffer can therefore neverbe applied.

For the other direction, every TSO trace is equivalent to a PSO trace (up to the rules
involving the store-store fences).


